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Book Reviews
B+
Pre+
Pict
Fict

Allen, Pamela. Hidden Treasure. G. P. Putnam, 1986. ISBN 0-399-21427-5. $13.95. unpaginated.
"Once upon a time there were two brothers called Herbert and Harry who lived together in the
same house, dug together in the same garden, and fished together from the same boat." One day
when they were fishing together they hauled into their boat a great treasure chest. Each claimed the
treasure and the trouble began. Herbert managed to steal the treasure from Harry and he started to
run, first through a jungle, then to the top of the highest mountain. He ran until he thought Harry
could not find him. Then he began to worry, "What if Harry finds me here with the treasure?" He
began to dig a hole to bury the treasure in, then he built a fort around it. Years passed and Herbert
could not sleep; he was afraid someone would fmd his treasure. Harry, at home with his family, had
no trouble sleeping because he had no treasure.
I enjoyed this book, maybe because there was a moral to the story, even though it was vague. I
also believe that this is one of those picture books that could be used in the upper elementary grades even junior high - to get the children thinking along the lines of "What would happen if ... ?"
- Vicky M. Turner

B
12+
Fict

Asimov, Isaac, et. al., editors. Young Witches & Warlocks. Harper & Row, 1987. ISBN 0-060-201843. $11.89. 207 pp.
In the preface to this book, Isaac Asimov comments that the charm of magic in a scientific world is
exclusivity. Possibly that is the strongest point in favor of this uneven collection of stories of
magicians (otherwise known as witches and warlocks ... since there is no equivalent of chair-person
for these nouns). The collection has variety, reaching all the way from a very simple Elizabeth
Coatsworth selection with an ill-suited witch to the embellished folklore of Lafcadio Hearn's cat
drawing boy. The book is worth buying if only for the fact that there are some boys in it.
- Janet Francis

A
8
Fict

Asimov, Isaac. Prelude to Foundalions. Doubleday, 1988. ISBN 0-385-23313-2. $18.95. 432 pp.
Asimov, the doyen of sci-fi, has conveniently left all his novels open-ended so as to afford a
panoply of "pre-quels" and sequels.
The Foundations series was galactic in scope and very social, economic, and anthropological.
Having not read any Asimov since Foundation, it was a surprise to come back to Trantor when Hari
Seldon was a young mathematician. Seldon has a not-yet workable theory. His reification of the
theory is brilliant logic, which is no surprise. What is a surprise is that there is, unlike early Asimov,
a romantic story line. I was unprepared for the human/robot intimacy. My teenage friends who have
read this tell me that the high jinx Hari and Don pursue around Trantor is vastly superior to the socioeconomics of Foundation. You should read Prelude and make up your own mind. - Thorn Hinckley
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Avi(Wortis). RomeoandlulietTogether(andAlive!)AtLast. OrchardBooks,1987. ISBNO-53105721-6. $11.95 . 122pp.
This is an entertaining book that would be especially enjoyed by pre-teens and young-teens. We
vicariously suffer the first pangs of "puppy love" when Pete Saltz falls in love with Anabell
Stackpoole. Anabell is a skinny, freckled-face, shy eighth-grader whose stringy brown hair covers
her narrow face unless she brushes it away, which she does constantly. Pete fmally confides his love
to his best friend, Ed Sitrow, who is the narrator of the story.
Ed figures the only way to get Pete and Anabell together is to hatch a plot that will force them to
communicate face-to-face. Mrs. Bacon, their language arts teacher, helps the plot along by teaching
Romeo and Juliet as required eighth-grade reading. During English class one day, she mentions that
this play is much easier understood if seen as a play in addition to being read. Ed has his plan!
The plot thickens as he tries to persuade first Pete to try out for the part of Romeo and then
Anabell to audition for Juliet. After much under-cover work, they are both cast and rehearsals begin.
The play is put on entirely by a small cast of creative eighth-graders who politely decline any
assistance from adults. Naturally the story-line changes slightly to accommodate such things as the
wrong costumes, the wrong backdrop, etc. From the beginning the "stars" have a protagonist names
Hamilton who appropriately is cast as Tybalt ,and in the last scene, almost blows up himself and the
stage with firecrackers in the last scene. Shakespeare would have enjoyed this hilarious version of
this great tragedy. - Elizabeth Aagard

B+
10-14
Fict

Aylesworth, Jim. Two Terrible Frights. lllustrated by Eileen Christelow. Atheneum Macmillan
Publishing Co., 1987. ISBN 0-689-31327-6. $13.95. 28 pp.
Two Terrible Frights turns out to be two wonderful dreams. A little girl and a mouse venture
separately to the kitchen for a late-night snack. They are both afraid, and when they suddenly see
each other standing in the kitchen they run "squeaking and eeking" to their mothers.
The beautiful water colored pictures help explain the sweet story of a frightened mouse and a
frightened girl. The mouse is humorously humanized through the simultaneous conversations
between the mouse ahd her mother, and the little girl and her mother. Each page brings a warm new
picture with tantalizing text.
This book was a joy to read, it will help all those many children who are afraid of the dark: and the
unknown. - Simone S. Jackson

A
K-3
Pict
Fict

Browne, Anthony. Look What I've Got. Alfred A. Knopf, 1980. ISBN 0-394-89860-5. $3.95. 32 pp.
How does one respond to a friend who is always bragging? When Anthony Brown was placed in
this situation, he employed a cool, calm character he called Sam to resist a boasting Jeremy who
keeps trying to impress him with every thing from a new bike to a pirate's costume. Sam quietly
moves on each time Jeremy flaunts his newest item, never getting riled by his friend's statement, "I
bet you wish you had one." In the end, it is clear who is the real friend when Sam rescues Jeremy,
but maintains his own sense of value in what he "owns" that brings him happiness.

A
K-4
Pict
Fict
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This author has skillfully, yet subtly, shown that he too values his imagination by the clever
details, and the hidden and "out-of-place" illustrations that complement the simple text. There's a
flying tea cup reflected in the door window, some really strange combinations of people walking
their pets and doing other silly things in the park, clothing with body parts still in them hanging from
the line, and wild reactions from even the doll in the old woman's pocket. Children will most likely
pick up this book time and again, long after they've memorized the text, just for the fim of discovering another of Brown's imaginative details that bring a smile to the careful observer. - Kay
Grammer

A
all ages
Pict
Nonfict

Buckley, Virginia. State Birds. lllustrated by Arthur and Alan Singer. Lodestar Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-67177 -3 . $14.95. 64 pp.
Arthur Singer and his son Alan collaborated to paint the pictures of state birds in full color. This
book, endorsed by the National Audubon Society and the National Wildlife Federation, shows each
bird in his own habitat. The majority of the illustrations show both male and female of the species .
The informative text gives concise information about each bird and the history of how each one
was chosen as a state emblem. Children will be particularly interested in fmding out how many of
the state birds have been chosen by school classes .
Because of the beautiful illustrations and concise information about bird habitats, the book would
be useful for both science projects and units relating to any of the 50 states. - Lillian Heil

A
K-3
Pict
Fict

Bunting, Eve. Happy Birthday, Dear Duck. Illustrated by Jan Brett. Clarion Books, 1988. ISBN0899-19541-5. $13.95. unpaginated.
Surprize! Happy Birthday, Dear Duck! Duck's friends join up to give him a special birthday. But
all of the presents he receives are to be used with water. This is awful. Duck lives in the Desert
South-West, and no lakes or rivers are near. Help Duck solve the mystery of the choices his friends
made of what to give him for his Birthday.
This happy rhyming story will delight children and parents as well. The illustrations tell half of
the story. Each animal is rendered in such exquisite detail that the reader almost sees and feels the
texture of the skin, fur, feathers or scales that each owns. The Desert South-West flavor of the book
is excellent in bringing the story and the illustrations together in beautiful harmony. - Catherine
Cheney

B-

Carlson, Dale. The Secret of the Third Eye; a Jenny Dean Science Fiction Mystery. Illustrated by
Suzanne Richardson. Grosset & Dunlap, 1983. ISBN 0-448-19003-6. $2.95. 135 pp.
This is the third book in the Jenny Dean Science Fiction Mysteries series. Jenny Dean is the
typical teenage sleuth whom the chief of the city police always turns to when he has exhausted all of
his other clues and can't fmd the solution to his latest mystery case. Of course, Jenny provides all the
solutions and makes the chief of police look like he should have never entered the profession!
Although the storyline is somewhat interesting, it has a very unbelievable element that isn't even
scientifically possible.

7-11
Fict
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A young friend of Jenny's, now a Grand Lama, has just returned from the Orient He has learned
how to use his mental powers to such a refined degree that he can do all kinds of things. The bad
guys try to get him to play their game and only Jenny can come to his rescue. The 'Third Eye" is an
eye that has been surgically placed in the Grand Lama's forehead that only appears when he wishes
it to. Jenny and her friends bring the novel to a conclusion that is satisfying to the entire town.
I would not recommend this book to the serious student. The illustrations are not always true to
the story and appear flat. The map on the inside covers must be for the entire series because there
are so many locations identified that are never even mentioned in this book. However, if it is a stayinside-day and you have nothing else to read, it will wile away a few hours. - Helen Hoopes
Chouinard, Roger and Marilco. The Amazing Animal Alphabet Book. Doubleday, 1988. ISBN 0-38524029-5 . $12.95. unpaginated.
With notable exceptions, alphabet books have a history of being predictable and not terribly
exciting. Fortunately the "A=Apple, B=Ball, C=Cat" format is largely abandoned, but other ideas
have been overused -like picturing a scene where the major elements begin with a single letter as
in "Monkeys making messes."
For one who is weary of the "Monkeys making messes" school of alphabet books, catching my
eye is no small feat. The Chouinards catch my eye. They teach me, again, that it is not the idea
which succeeds or fails but the execution. The charm of their creation is the whimsical animals and
the memorable scenes which illustrate the letter. "M," for instance, shows a furry, cigar-chomping
construction worker in a bulldozer reducing the size of a large dirt pile. The caption is "Mole
making a molehill out of a mountain." The style of art and playful language match each other well,
and the result is well worth a look. - James S. Jacobs
Cross, Gillian. Chartbreaker. Holiday, 1986. ISBN 0-823-40647-4. $12.95. 181 pp.
Chartbreaker is about an English teenager who runs away from home to become one of the lead
singers in a successful rock band. Her explosive anger against her mother is transferred to the
arro gant lead male singer. He recognizes this unique source of power to the band and manipulates
her to use the antagonism in their singing act. They achieve success that turns hollow when her
mother dies without any chance for reconciliation and she plans revenge against Christie, the
member of the band who pushed her into situations that exploited her anger. With revenge in her
grasp, she sees graphic evidence of Christie's insecurity and instead of destroying him, she extends a
hand of friendship.
Gillian Cross succeeds in communicating the rage of Finch to the reader. It's the kind of book
that is difficult to put down because you can't wait to fmd out what will happen next. Her verbs are
as strong and big as Finch - nothing she does is easy and her description of the music makes even a
non-rock fan want to hear her music. "We leapt above the tune and let our voices rise, sparring and
swapping notes like a couple of wrestlers locked together."
One question remains at the surprising end of the story - if Finch and Christie understand each
other and if Finch is no longer raging at him, what will make the band unique? Luckily Cross
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doesn't have to answer that question. The book has ended with the dramatic friendship scene worthy
of the electricity created by this unusual musical group. - Lillian Hei!.
A

Fox, Paula. Lily and the Lost Boy. Orchard Books: Franklin Watts, 1987. ISBN 0-531-05720-8.
$12.95. 149 pp.
Lily Corey and her brother Paul, enjoying their first two months on the Greek island of Thasos,
were becoming better friends than ever before as they explored its ancient sounds and sights. Their
father was deep in to the writing of a book, and their explorations in search of relics of the 2000 years
of history on the island were exciting; however, when Hack Hemmings appeared, solitary and
neglected by his family, Paul seeks his friendship. Lily is pretty much left to her own studies and to
learn something of the language of the fliendly native people. She sees enough of Jack in his selfchosen loneliness and in his wild moods to worry about him, and is as stricken as Paul is when Jack,
in a fit of exuberance, is involved in the accidental death of one of the village children.
The production locally of the ancient Greek tragedy, Iphigeneia at Aulis foreshadows this more
modern one. This is a quiet, excellently crafted story which will be loved by special devotees of
Paula Fox's work. - Carol V. Oaks

A
Pre-3
Pict
Poetry

Frank, Josette, selector. Poems to Read to the Very Young. Illustrated by Dagmar Wilson. Random
House, 1977. ISBN 0-394-89768-4. $1.95. 32pp.
This book, a paperback reprint that came out in March, 1988, contains about forty-five simple
poems for the very young child. Many of these poems are by older well-known poets: Rose Fyleman,
Vachel Lindsay, A. A. Milne, Christopher Morley, Rachel Field, Laura E. Richard and others. Some
are by more recent poets.
These poems are about experiences in the everyday lives of children which they can relate to
easily. Every child knows what it is like to have new shoes, lick a frosting bowl, put off going to
bed, and taking a bath.
The illustrations are realistic and they accurately portray the text. The pictures are synchronized
with the poem. Young children will enjoy listening to these poems. - Catherine Bowles

B
10-12
Fict

Guy, Rosa. And I Heard a Bird Sing; An Imamu Jones Mystery. Delacorte Press, 1987. ISBN 0-38529563-4. $14.95. 232 pp.
This is the third novel following the life ofImamu Jones, an eighteen-year-old black youth. Since
I have not read the other two books, I do not know the full story of Imamu, but apparently, his
mother, an alcoholic, has finally given up the bottle and is living with Imamu in a small apartment in
Brooklyn. During the years when his mother had lived on the street, Imamu had been placed in the
home of the Aimsleys, his foster family. He and Gail, their teenage daughter, have a very good
relationship. Working as a delivery boy for a gourmet food shop, Imamu makes frequent deliveries
to the Maldoon mansion where he becomes friends with Margaret, the young, wheelchair bound
heiress to the Maldoon fortune; however, he feels himself drawn towards Charlotte D' Arcy,
Margaret's beautiful, older aunt. Then, a tragedy occurs and Imamu finds himself in the middle of an
impelling mystery.

6-12
Fict
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Rosa Guy, herself a black from New York City, does a good job of helping us see the pain of
Imamu's mother as she strugles to stay sober and of the piety of some people (the Maldoons) as they
treat the blacks as second class citizens. I did not, however, like the way she portrayed the relationship between Imamu and Charlotte D'Arcy. I personally don't feel it was an appropriate situation
for a young adult book - even if it probably does happen. Charlotte used the attraction for her own
purposes and then used Imamu in a way he did not deserve to be used. - Helen Hoopes
Hadithi, Mwenye. Crafty Chameleon. Illustrated by Adrienne Kennaway. Little, Brown, and
Company, 1987. ISBN 0-316-33723-4. $12.95. 28 pp.
Chameleon has two big problems, two huge problems, in fact: Leopard and Crocodile. Every
morning, Leopard knocks him out of his favorite tree, and he falls through the air, hitting the ground
with a SMACK! Every evening Crocodile.scares him away from the river, smacking his teeth and
laughing. To teach them a lesson, Chameleon devises a trick which pits Leopard and Crocodile
against each other instead of against him, and they fmally leave him alone.
I thought this story was delightful, although I almost felt that it was condoning the taking of
revenge. It's intended moral was good: that brains are better than brawn. The illustrations made the
story with their movement and bright colors. I was also impressed with the way the author described
how Chameleon changed colors without making it an informative book. A child can learn something about chameleons even though this is fiction.
Overall, I loved this book and think that most kids would also enjoy it. - Tanya Uhler

A
K-3
Pict
Fict

Handford, Martin. Find Waldo Now. Little, Brown, and Company, 1988. ISBN 0-316-34292--0.
$10.95. unpaginated.
Usually the sequel falls short. In this case, the second book about Waldo is better than the first.
Waldo is a slightly nerdy grownup with glasses, sensible shoes, a tam, and a red-and-white striped
sweater. He again loses hlmselfin a sea of humanity, and the reader's job is to fmd the man among
hundreds of other very small human beings on each double page spread.
This puzzle book loses Waldo in a journey through time. Waldo mixes with cavemen, ancient
Egyptians, soldiers on the Crusades, Vikings, cowboys, and so on in history until the final page
shows him in a futuristic city in space.
While the intended audience for Waldo-spotting is the elementary school student, taking part in
the hunt appeals well beyond those years. Beyond locating Waldo, dozens of additional hunting
challenges (fmd the bear trap, fmd the upside down pyramid) are listed at the back of the book. James S. Jacobs

A
Pre-6
Pict
Fict

Hastings, Selina. The Canterbury Tales. Illustrated by Reg Cartwright. Henry Holt, 1988. ISBN 0800-0904-3. $17.95 . 75 pp.
Hastings' retelling of Chaucer includes seven tales, each accompanied by a paragraph of prologue.
The language flows smoothly, the stories move easily, and the feeling of Chaucer is strong - even
to the bawdiness in his original tales. Cartwright's art pleases the eye with a style which blends
ornate medieval England and simple folk art. For those who already know Chaucer, Hastings has
created a readable and accurate interpretation of seven of the liveliest. - James S. Jacobs
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B4+
Fict

Hearn, Betsy. Eli's Ghost. lllustrated by Ronald Hinder. Margaret McElderry Books, 1987. ISBN 0687-50420-9. $12.95. 104 pp.
Eli Wilson is looking for the mother he has always believed was dead when he trips and falls into
the dark swamp water that swirls around him nearly drowning him. He is saved by a "swamp witch,"
and now there is not only Eli, but also his ghost. Eli is a quiet boy, always obedient to his father of
whom he is afraid. Eli's Ghost, however, is very mischievous, doing many things to perplex and
confuse the residents of nearby Wilsonville.
Although the story started out wonderfully, I was vaguely disappointed at the end. Several parts of
the story were unclear and hard to follow. Even so, I believe the story will probably be entertaining
for most children. - Vicky M. Turner

A
5-10
Fict

Hotze, Sollace. A Circle Unbroken. Clarion, 1988. ISBN 0-899-19733-7. $13.95. 202 pp.
Rachel and her brother were taken by the Sioux as young children, and their father has searched
for both ever since. Finally, at age 17, Rachel is found and forcibly returned to a white home and
lifestyle she barely remembers. She yearns for her Sioux family and tries to make her stem minister
father understand they are not heathens, but warm, loving people.
Hotze's strength in this first novel is her careful and believable development of strong characters
- a father who runs his household with an iron grip, and a daughter who tries to succumb to
convention but will not be shaped and molded, no matter what the cost for resistance. Admirably,
each comes to at least a partial realiation of how difficult life is for the other, and the story is
surprisingly and realistically resolved. - James S. Jacobs

A
1-4
Pict
Fict

Janosch. The Old Man and the Bear. Translated by Edite Kroll. Bradbury Press, 1987. ISBN 0-02747761-4. $10.95. unpaginated.
The values of kindness and generosity are touchingly examined through the text and beautiful
water colored illustrations of this book. The story tells of an old man who saves his money from
working in the summer to buy caged birds at Christmas-time from the bird man to set them free.
Whenver there was a sick bird, he would buy it, nurse it back to health, and set it free. One very cold
winter the old man buys a sick finch and having no money or food left himself, goes to a bear to beg
food for the bird. Here the old man dies and joins the angels. The next winter, the bear runs out of
food and trudges into town. A finch helps the starving bear to a church, but because the people will
not help him, he dies in the snow and joins the angels.
This story deals with kindness in a realistic manner - showing that kindness is not always seen by
others as wise and that the rewards from kindness may be internal rewards not seen until death. It
also shows that the people who may be expected to be the most kind, such as the church-going
people, do not always turn out to be that way.
Death is gently dealt with in this book as well. It is seen as a peaceful passing to a better existence.
For example, the old man dies surrounded by his forest friends, floating to the stars to join the angels.
However, since death follows both acts of kindness shown in the story, it might be useful to explain
to younger audiences that death is not necessarily a natural consequence of kindness.
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The illustrations in this book also lend depth to the cold, yet peaceful, mood of the story. The
water colors create a softness in this heartwarming holiday tale. The emphasis on generosity and
loving others even in the absence of apparent rewards is creatively explored and well done.
- Patricia Loftus
Jennings, Trevor S. Bellfounding . Shine Album 212. Shine Publications, 1988. ISBN 0-852-63911 -2.
£1.50. 24 pp.
The Shine Albums are the best and the most diverse source of historic crafts and artifacts
available. They fit into the purse or blazer and reinforce almost every historic field trip.
Twice, I went to the Taylor Bell Foundry on business and thus had occasion to visit the Bell
Museum and meet Mr. Jennings. The black and white pictures are especially informative and well
chosen. This is the sort of booklet that the expert will admire and a grade school student will fmd
informative and useful. Did you know that the object of bell tuning is to bring the 5 principle tones
of the bell into sympathetic vibration?
In addition to the interesting text and pictures, there is a list of Further Reading and a list of Places
to Visit.
If you are not acquainted with Shine Albums, this is a good one to start with. - Thorn Hinckley

A
8
Nonfict

Jones, Diana Wynne. The Lives of Christopher Chant. Greenwillow, 1988. ISBN 0-688-07806-0.
$11.95 . 230pp.
The ignored son of wealthy parents, Christopher Chant fmds his dreams are not dreams, but actual
visits to worlds beyond the comfortable one he knows in London. When an affectionate and friendly
uncle learns of the trips, he encourages Christopher to conduct experiments in the other dimensions
and Christopher agrees. Soon, Christopher becomes aware of other magic from sources unknown
and suddenly it is difficult to determine who is good and who is evil. The fmal struggle takes shape
and the outcome hinges upon him, his powers, and his cleverness.
Jones' first-rate fantasy has a wonderfully complex plot where all elements work together
believably. The twists and turns are full of enough surprises to keep the attention of even the most
practiced and devoted fantasy readers, and the consistent and credible characters hold things together
for those who are newer to high fantasy. - James S. Jacobs

A
5+
Fict

Korman, Gordon. A Semester in the Life of a Garbage Bag. Scholastic, 1987. ISBN 0-59040694-9.
$12.95. 257 pp.
In A Semester in the Life of a Garbage Bag, Karmon has described one school term in the life of a
sixteen year old who has no luck. Raymond Jardine is sure that the fates are out to get him, but he
also is sure that he will go down fighting. Karman admits that Jardine is one of his favorite
characters, perhaps because he used to feel the same way. That may be what makes the unlikely
story so convincing. Raymond is determined to change his luck by going to a Greek island reputed
to make people lucky. Sean Delancey, an apparently average basketball-star-type becomes his
unwilling partner in an English project and in a series of plans for winning the school-sponsored trip

A
6-12
Fict
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to Greece. The story is crammed with eccentric characters in the high school whose physical plant
(supposedly atomically powered) is as off-beat as its students.
Readers will chuckle at the slap-stick situations Raymond succeeds in involving everyone in (such
as starting a name-only hockey club, or creating an obscure Canadian poet to study for English) ,and
the variety of descriptions our luckless hero has for his "garbage bag" existence.
"I have no luck - none at all, zero, zip, zulch ... As soon as I saw the seventh name upon
the list I knew my back was against the wall because given half a chance the heavens will
open up and dump crud all over Jardine."
The unexpected ending makes a fitting climax to an amusing book about two boys battling bad
luck. - Lillian Heil
C+
13+
Fict

Kennedy, Richard. Richard Kennedy : Collected Stories. Harper and Row, 1987. ISBN 0-06-023256O. $14.89. 270 pp.
This book is a collection of stories, originally published as separate picture books, now together in
one volume. Some of the titles include: 'The Porcelain Man," "Stinky Pete," ''Olive Hyde's
Dishcloth Concert," and 'The Mouse God." Although I read and like the stories, I question whether
this is a book for a children's collection. Ifl were placing it in our library, I believe it would be put
in the Young Adult or Adult section. - Vicki M. Turner

B
K-3
Pict
Nonfict

Lauber, Patricia. Snakes are Hunters. lllustrated by Holly Keller. Thomas Crowell, 1988. ISBN 0690-04630-8. $12.89. 32 pp.
Patricia Lauber's Snakes are Hunters is a simple, easy-to-read picture book about snakes.
Beginning with the variety of size and number (3000 kinds), Lauber then explains the commonalities
of scales, round unblinking eyes and lack of legs. She describes how they hunt by smell more than
sight., how they swallow prey whole, and which snakes eat their prey alive and which kill it first.
She also tells what animals eat snakes and about the snake's heating system which depends on its
surroundings.
The book is a readable and interesting introduction to snakes. Keller's illustrations show shape,
size and movement well, but are not accurate in color. This looks deliberate but would make it
difficult to recognize the snakes in real life because the markings are often too simplified and the
colors too bright. - Lillian Heil

B+
5+
Fict

Malot, Hector. The Foundling. Translated by Douglas Munro. lllustrated by Alan B. Herriot.
Harmony Books, 1879 (1984). ISBN 0-5 17-56342. $14.95. 233 pp.
Although, this book was first published in France in 1879, the rags-to-riches-story tale of Remi
will have appeal to the children of today. It is a timeless story of a young baby, abandoned in the
streets, and his struggle not only to live, but to eventually fmd out who his true parents were. Remi
first fmds his way into the home and heart of Mother Barberin, where he lives for the first 12 years of
his life. When Mother Barberin's husband returns home from jail, he decides that their finances can
no longer support the boy and he is sold to a passing minstrel. Vitalis has a wonderful voice and a
marvelous troupe of dogs that Remi learns to love and work with. However, when Vitalis dies of
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pneumonia, Remi is on his own again. Remi's story twists and turns until the heartwarming finale.
This wonderful story remains a classic. (NOTE: this book is also found under the title of Remi.) Vicki M. Turner
Mayne, William. Drift. Delacorte Press, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29446-8. $14.95. 166 pp.
A tense story, sparingly told by William Mayne, tells of Tawena, an Indian girl, and Rafe
Considine, who both live in a forest village near a great frozen lake. Tawena tells Rafe to "come to
look at bear;" he follows her, uneasily, into the snow burdened forest. Suddenly there is an earthshaking roaring. The winter ice on the lake cracks and begins to move shoreward, rising in huge
heaps and shaking the earth. The bear appears - not far enough away - and Tawena leads Rafe
across the more solid ice, the shortest way, to a fisherman's hut which is halfway home.
As things become colder and more frightening they go into the hut. A fire in the stove is burning.
There is bacon hanging on a hook, fish on the table, wood to bum, but nobody there to make them
feel better. Rafe goes to the door to close it, and there on his hind legs stands the bear!
This is an unusually exciting and engrossing story. It is also one of depth and challenge. It will
encourage young readers to re-examine their attitudes and biases. It would make an excellent book
for reading aloud along with group discussions with capable youngsters. - Carol V. Oaks
McClurg, Robert. The Land of the Giant Panda. lllustrated by Irene Brady. Morrow Books, 1988.
ISBN 0-688-06
948-6.
price unknown. 85 pp.
McClurg and Brady have combined their artistic efforts to produce the life story of Lili, a panda in
the province of Szechuan. McClurg describes in detail the land formations, plants and other animals
of the high Tibetan Plateau which is the home of the giant panda and its closest relative the little red
panda. From birth to adulthood, McClurg describes the life of one panda, Lili, as she is protected by
her mother for a year and a half and then left to be on her own. Lili's life cycle includes a period of
starvation when the giant bamboo blossoms, because the plant dies after blossoming and the new
bamboo hasn't yet matured. Unfortunately, the flowering of bamboo is causing mOre and more
trouble for the giant panda because China's popUlation has encroached upon the panda's habitat.
When one area flowers, there are fewer places for the bears to go.
Interesting facts and excellent pictures by Brady are interwoven into this story-like description of
an unusual animal that arouses strong concern from the Chinese people. They volunteer to help the
animals threatened by starvation, and the bears occasionally seem curious and friendly towards the
humans who are helping them. The concluding section describes the areas protected for pandas and
includes a clearly drawn map of their locations. This is one of several excellent books describing the
giant panda. - Lillian Reil
McMillan, Bruce. Growing Colors. Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard, 1988. ISBN 0-688-07844-3. $12.95.
unpaginated.
In this photographic essay of colors, each double page spread has a large close-up of a highlycolored fresh fruit or vegetable, accompanied by a smaller photo of the plant or tree from which the
growing thing comes. The name of the color is written in large print next to the picture.
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The layout and photographs appeal to the eye primarily because of the rich color, but also because
of the beauty of the fruits and story of growth which is related visually. At the end of the book,
miniatures of all the photos are collected on one page, this time labeled with the names of each fruit
and vegetable. - James S. Jacobs
B+
9+
Fict

Morpurgo, Michael. King o/the Cloud Forests. Viking Kestrel, 1988. ISBN 0-670-82069-5. $11.95.
146 pp.
Ashley Anderson is only 14-years-old, living in China with his missionary father, when the
Japanese armies advance into China. Ashely escapes with Uncle Sung, an old Tibetan who had been
a medical assistant to Ashley's dead mother at the mission hospital. They journey across China,
heading for India. From there, they intended to return to Ashley's parents' horne in England. High
in the Himalayas, a terrible snow storm forces them into a mountain cabin for shelter where Ahsley
suffers from a frozen foot. When the storm abates, and the wolves clear away, Uncle Sung leaves to
get help and food. While he is gone, strange creatures corne and carry Ashley away to their homes.
They turn out to be the fabled Yeti (abominable snowmen). At fIrst, Ashley is frightened, but as time
goes on, he comes to love them and feel at peace living with them. He learns to identify them as
individuals and learns to communicate with them. He is welcomed as someone from their past and
they treat him royally. It finally becomes clear to Ashley that he must leave them before they find
out that he isn't who they think he is, whoever that someone is.
This is a fast-paced adventure story and makes for very enjoyable reading. Towards the end, I
found myself reading faster and faster to uncover the mystery. The humanizing of the Yeti makes as
much sense as any other explanation I've ever read. Ashley's fIrst person account of his adventures
help you understand his feelings and frustrations as he learns to live with these unique beings. Helen Hoopes

A
K+
Poetry

Morrison, Lillian, compiler. Rhythm Road: Poems to Move to. Lothrop, Lee, Shepard Books, 1988.
ISBN 0-688-07098-1. $11.95. 148 pp.
We need to get children involved to enhance their enjoyment of poetry. This collection of nearly
one hundred poems conveys movement, and children can dance, snap their fIngers, clap, tap their
toes, march and even ride in a trian to the rhythm which is developed through accent, beat, pauses,
and through length of lines.
The poems are organized according to the movement such as: poems to dance to, to ride to, work
to, poems that make you think of animals, water, sports, etc. There are three indexes: author, title,
and first lines making it easy to fmd a needed poem. There is a variety of authors represented, mostly
modern - some well known, a few less well known. This is a good collection of poems to use for
relaxation with children. They should be read aloud for maximum enjoyment - Catherine Bowles

B+
Pre+
Pict
Fict

Murphy, Jim. The Last Dinosaur. illustrated by Mark Alan Weatherby. Scholastic Inc., 1988. ISBN
0-590-4197-0. $13.95. unpaginated.
For over 40 million years, the dinosaurs roamed this earth showing dominion over all things. Then
"suddenly" they seemed to disappear. Scientists are still arguing over what happened to them. In
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this book, the author, gives a realistic account of not why they died, but what it may have been like
near the end of the dynasty of the dinosaurs. Our knowledge of them shows that they were amazing
survivors, adapting to all kinds of changes and obstacles. We may learn more about our earth by
studying their lives and the "why" of their deaths.
This is a great book that includes several pages of dinosaur facts at the end. - Vicky M . Turner
Murrow, Liza Ketchum. West Against the Wind. Holiday House, 1987. ISBN 0-8234-0668-7.
$13.95. 232 pp.
It's been a year since Abby's father, who had left for the California Gold Rush, had written to his
family urging them to come to California. Leaving Independence, Missouri in 1850, the Parker
family (Mother, older brother Will, 14-year-old Abby, Uncle Joseph and Aunt Emma) hire the
secretive 16-year-old Matthew Reed to help drive the extra wagon. What follows is a wonderful tale
of their adventures.
Abby keeps a journal of all the rivers they cross (with the ideas of retracing their journey once
maps are made) and writes letters to her married sister Caroline back on the old family farm. In this
way, the reader gets real insight into Abby's thoughts and feelings. This book paints a vivid picture
of what it was like to cross the plains in the mid-nineteenth cefl.tury. We are exposed to the wild
rain, snow, and hail storms; Indians, friendly and not-so-friendly; defeated travelers on their way
back East; run-away oxen; broken bones, illness, and Cholera; a wonderful old trapper; risky ferry
crossings; and Chimney Rock which so many travelers climbed to permanently etch their names into
stone.
This is a well-written book filled with lots of remarkable conversations that help us really get to
know the characters. During the year that is covered in this novel, we watch as Abby grows from a
young girl into a strong, independent, young woman. (There is one little scene describing how Abby
feels_when she discovers that she has "become a woman," and the rags that she must wear, but it is
not offensive.) We are there as she experiences the new feelings of falling in love. Abby fits the
prototype of those tenacious young people who helped to build-up the West. Young readers will
also enjoy seeing the growing friendship between Matthew and Abby as they share the secret that
has driven Matthew to California, and as they work to resolve the situation into satisfying conclusions. - Helen Hoopes
Myers, Walter Dean. Fallen Angels. Scholastic Inc., 1988. ISBN 0-590-40942-5. $12.95. 309 pp.
Judging from the book's dedication and the emotional impact, this story comes from the author's
heart. In a sustained first person narrative, seventeen-year old Richie Perry shares his experiences
and feelings while fighting in Vietnam.
He joins the Army to get away from his home in Harlem. As the story, his rite of passage,
unfolds, he realizes how close he is to his brother, Kenny, and, after all, to his mother. He meets
Peewee Gates, who, like himself, faces the enemy without to find himself within. At first they want
to reject the horror of war, "the smell of blood and puke ... this much dying, this waste of human
life." This reality for Perry propels him into manhood where he can no longer believe that he
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"would never die." He says, " ... all the dying around me, and all the killing was making me look at
myself again, hoping to find something more than the kid I was. Maybe I could sift through the kid's
stuff, the basketball, the Harlem streets, and find the man I would be."
Before he finds the man inside, however, he must face more death, agony, and the constant fear of
losing his own life. Out of it all, Perry emerges as a warm sensitive human being.
Fallen Angels will probably upset some readers because of the language. But how could anyone
realistically record the infamy of the Vietnam War, or any war for that matter, and use only the
King's best English. The novel avoids explicit sexuality ·but does graphically depict many gory
battles.
I would certainly recommend this novel to mature high school readers, particularly boys who, like
Perry, are searching for the man within. - Raphael Johstoneaux
A
K-3
Pict
Fict

Pearson, Tracey Campbell, illustrator. A-Apple Pie. Dial Books for Young Readers, 1986. ISBN 08037-0252-3. $5.95. 28 pp.
The traditional 17th century alphabet rhyme is presented in an ingenious action-packed and
humorous book/banner style. Peason's illustrations take the apple pie adventure through a delicious
romp along a lengthy table where the action, subdued at first, but gradually more frenzied as the pie
progresses down the table. The illustrations are appropriate to the alphabetical verbs in rhyme.
While the rhyme is elementary in structure, the form allows focus on the action verb in the line.
Peason's form follows suit as each folded section focuses on one action. For example, the line "K
kicked it," is placed on a folded page where the central figure is seen kicking a filled pie plate into
the air. The choice of verbs is perhaps a bit advanced for the alphabet rhyme audience but Pearson's
illustrations will help the child to understand the new vocabulary along with the letter. For example,
the line '''I' trod on it," is accompanied by a girl happily stomping in the soupy pie plate. The
ingenious form in which this traditional alphabet rhyme is presented lends an excitement the rhyme
alone could never have. - Lara Henrichsen

A
5+
Fict

Peck, Richard. Blossom Culp and the Sleep of Death. Dell, 1986. ISBN 0-440-40676-5. $2.95. 185
pp.
Blossom is at it again . .. this time she is at the mercy of an Egyptian princess who has been dug
up and scattered by ruffians. Blossom's resourceful Mother has rescued bits and pieces from a
travelling carnival gone broke, and the Princess's ka comes seeking revenge and/or help.
With typical efficiency (and shambles) Blossom manages to rescue the mummy, save a new
teacher who believes in intelligent women from being fired and leaves her classic enemy, Letty,
smoking up a float. For those who already know Blossom, a romp; for new friends, a welcome
discovery. - Janet Francis

B+
8+
Fict

Perez, N. A. Breaker. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1988. ISBN 0-395-45537-5. $13.95 . 206 pp.
My original motivation for reading this story of coal-mining in northeastern Pennsylvania, at the
tum of the 20th Century, was that my Pennsylvanian grandfather had been a coal miner all his life
and had died of black lung. I didn't know much detail of the working conditions or the terrors he
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must have gone through each time he had to force himself into the depth of the earth each day to eke
out a living for his family. This book certainly helped me gain a deeper understanding and admiration for the coal miner.
Breaker centers on the life of young Pat McFarlane who is forced into the mines when his father is
killed in a mine cave-in. It is Pat's duty to pick the chunks of slate and sort them as he crouches in
the cold dusty breaker. His older brother, Cal, a quiet, sensitive boy, is terrified of the dark,
claustrophobic mine and finally runs away from home leaving Pat with the sole responsibility to
provide for his mother (Mam) and his sister, Annie. This is also the story of the struggling of these
miners, many of them child laborers, to establish a union to help them improve the terrible working
conditions and raise their wages. The result was the long strike of 1902 which finally forced the
mine owners to re-evaluated the mine workers' union.
A fascinating book, based on much research by N.A. Perez, this story will be of interest to both
guys and girls. There's the coming-of-age theme, the young romance, the battle of man and boy
against nature and the hardships (as well as the good times) of a family trying to survive this bleak
time in America's history. - Helen Hoopes
Prelutsky, Jack. Tyrannosaurus Was a Beast. lllustrated by Arnold Lobel. Greenwillow Books, 1988.
ISBN 0-688-06442-6. $11.95. 32 pp.
Prelutsky's fourteen poems about dinosaurs vary in length, meter and subject. His light-hearted
verse contains accurate information about each species, but the attraction lies in the flawless and
musical form more than the content. Consider the first of four stanzas about the allosaurus:

A
2-6
Pict
Poetry

Allosaurus liked to bite,
its teeth were sharp as sabers,
it frequently, with great delight,
made mincemeat of its neighbors.
Children younger than second grade often will listen to these poems being read aloud just for the
appealing sound. Dinosaur buffs are a ready audience at any age. And this is a prime example of a
picture book with enough appeal to be worth the risk for those in upper elementary. Information
about geological time periods and facts about each particular dinosaur are appended; - James S.
Jacobs
Salassi, Otto R. Jimmy D., Sidewinder, and Me. Greenwillow Books, 1987. ISBN 0-688-05237-1.
$11.75. 150pp.
There's nothing like the theme of injustice to capture a teenager's interest and imagination, and
this novel does exactly that. Dumas Monk, fifteen and jailed on numerous charges, writes letters to
Judge Francis in hopes of getting out of jail. The narrator's character emerges from a well written
and carefully sustained point of view. And a young reader's emotions will sway from humor to
pathos as the story unfolds. Quick action, unforgettable characters, and simply a story that stimu-
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lates long after the covers are closed, make this a memorable young adult novel.
The trials of Dumas'life range from the orphanage where he lived until "bought" by brothers who
needed a handyman, through the pool halls where he hustles for a living, to the more elaborate
gambling dens along the circuit, and finally to a lonely jail cell. From the sustained objective first
person point of view, we identify with Dumas and earnestly hope for his release.
Salassi does not exploit the scenes and language to achieve popUlarity. Without offending the
most delicate reader, and at the same time without sacrificing the realities of life on the seamy side,
Salassi delineates his theme of injustice allowing the reader to see it in many forms. - Raphael
Iohstoneaux
A
5-8
Biog

Siegel, Beatrice. Cory: Corazon Aquino and the Philippines. Lodestar Dutton, 1988. ISBN 0-525 67235-4. $15.95. 118 pp.
In Cory, Beatrice Siegel undertakes the difficult task of recording history as it is happening.
Corazon Aquino's attempts to establish a stable, democratic government in the Philippines are
opposed by a military hungry for power and privilege, rebels who want both power and money, and
conservatives who are afraid of people power. The lack of government unity has hampered her
efforts to come to terms with the serious and explosive problems of unemployment, land redistribution, and foreign debt. The result is that "Cory" is losing the support of the people who put her into
office. Siegel has to end Cory's biography on this gloomy note, but also with the declaration that no
matter what happens, Corazon Aquino has earned a place in history because she was "the charismatic
force that helped topple the ruthless Marcos dictatorship." Since Marcos also began his public office
with programs to redistribute land among the impoverished masses, the reader hopes that the
intelligent and idealistic President Aquino will not be corrupted by power as Marcos evidently was .
Siegel has really written a history of two families - the Cojuangco and Aquino - both of whom had
been involved in battles for the independence of the Philippines from foreign domination. When
Corazon Cojuangco and Benigno Aquino married, the history of two families merged and the reader
sees how Cory both supported and learned to be a political person separate from her husband. She
said she had "been nurtured by the best teacher in politics," and she meant Ninoy Aquino.
Siegel tried to visit with President Aquino during the latter's visit to New York in September,
1986, but President Aquino ' s calendar was full; however, she did agree to answer a series of written
questions. Siegel made the wise choice ofletting Cory's own words conclude the as-yet unfmished
story of a woman who has earned a place in history. - Lillian Heil

A
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Vernon, Adele, retold by. Riddle . Illustrated by Robert Rayevsky and Vladimir Radunsky. Dodd,
Mead, 1987. ISBN 0-396-08920-8. $12.95. unpaginated.
The king is lost in the fores t and there is no one to help him. He finally stumbles upon the cottage
of a humble charcoal maker, and when the peasant realizes that the king is cold and hungry, he offers
to share what he has with the king . The king marvels at the ability of the charcoal maker to live on
ten cents a day. "Not only do I make enough to live on," explained the charcoal maker briskly, "but I
also pay back a debt, save for myoid age, and still have something left over to throw out the
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window!" The king is more amazed and does not believe all this is possible until the peasant
explains the answer to the riddle. The king laughed long and hard at the charcoal maker's riddle and
is so delighted that he decides to take the riddle back to the palace and stump those at court. He
swears the man to secrecy until the the charcoal maker has seen the king's face 100 times. Later,
when a man shows up to ask the peasant to help him answer the king's riddle, the peasant refuses to
do so until he is paid 100 gold coins. The king feels betrayed and orders the charcoal maker to
appear before him and explain his actions. Again the peasant has a surprise for the king.
A wonderfully delightful book that will keep you guessing until the very last page. - Vicky M.
Turner
Wix, Don, Wallace Humphrey, and Jan Keil. Loughborough, Past and PresenJ. Ladybird books,
1988. ISBN 0-721-41125-8. price unknown. 45 pp.
Ladybird, a pioneer publisher of informational books, has, over the past 60 years, grown to be one
of the most successful publishers of children's books. Ladybird is located in Loughborough,
England, and thus when the town came up on its centenary of having been made a Borough, there
was the opportunity to commemorate the event.
There is a map of the district and lavishly illustrated double page spreads on the Arms of the
Borough, the mills, the Manor, and the Market Place, lace and hosiery, the bellfounders, the crane
works, ladybird books, and some of the charities. Here is a model for commemorative books whose
greatest asset is a warm, charming, wealth of diversity. - Thorn Hinckley

A
6
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Wojciechowski, Susan. And The Other Gold. Orchard Books, 1987. ISBN 0-531-08302. $12.95.
151 pp.
Patty and Tracy have always been best friends, and will probably always be best friends, although
beautiful, angelic Tracy is always talking Patty into hair-brained schemes that end up with Patty
getting into trouble. And now, Tracy has bullied Patty, who can't sing or dance into trying out for
the school's production of "Oklahoma!" It isn't until Patty is hit in the face by one of the football
players, and a new relationship between him and Patty begins to grow, that Patty and Tracy's
friendship starts to lose ground. This is a warm story of growing up, but not necessarily moving on.
- Vicki M. Turner

B
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Wrighton, Patricia. Moon-Dark. Margaret K. McElderry Books, 1987. ISBN 0-689-50451-9. $13.95.
169 pp.
Mont Davis' dog Blue is a loyal and most-times obedient animal, but when Mont has gone fishing
or has not locked Blue in the shed, he lives a generous and positive life of his own, mingling with the
possums, bandicouts, bush rats, kangaroos, whistling kites, wallabies, sugar gliders and koalas. He
tries to protect those who need it, keep some peace, and generally be friends with a lot of animals
who regard him as a dangerous non-enemy. The arrival of the flying foxes who have been forced
out of their own over-populated area elsewhere, creates a new havoc in this well populated, but
formerly rather peaceful place. The eco-system has been badly unbalanced. Many animals are at
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war with others. The area Ranger can not decide what he can do to bring peace. The animals, with
Blue's secretive support and inspiration, call on their Brother Moon. Moon-Dark is a delightful and
amusing metaphoric story of war and the making of peace. It would make a very satisfying readaloud. - Carol V. Oaks

Play Reviews
AK-4

Goldberg, Moses. Rumplestiltskin. Music and lyrics by Lisa Palas. Anchorage Press, 1983. Royalty
$25.00 per performance. 37 pp.
A traveling group of players desires to put on a show for the children. One of the group, Patience,
is having a birthday, so she gets to choose the story they will present. The choice is made, parts
assigned, and the play begins. Rumplestiltskin is the classic story of the Baker's daughter who
married the Prince after turning straw into gold. The little man who performed this feat for her,
demands payment of her first born child. He agrees to allow the Princess three guesses at his name,
which if correct, he agrees not to take the child. Mr. Goldberg has done a fine job putting this
famous tale into a play for adults to perform for children.
This is an audience participation play. The viewers are to participate actively in the production,
thus requiring that the actors be experienced and capable of handling children's responses. The
children are encouraged to be involved through verbal responses, creative dramatics, and mime.
Notes are included in the back of the script giving suggestions as to how to react to the varied input
you might encounter and where these responses are most likely to occur.
The set consists of three nesting boxes with other items being created by the mime character of the
group. Costumes and props are in a trunk and are pulled out as needed by the mime. The lyrics of
the songs are simple, adding fun and variety to the production.
This script would tour well, but due to the active involvement of the audience, it would be
necessary to limit the audience size to 200. Six strong actors are required with a stress on their
ability to work one on one with the children. I would recommend presentation of this play for lower
to mid-elementary school children. - Chris Bartlett

B+
7 -10

Maccoby, Annie and Jeff Church. Alien Equation. Coach House Press, 1986. Royalties available upon
request. 37 pp.
Alpha Ray, a visitor from "Other World," comes to earth to fmd the solution to the Four Force
Equation by conversing with Albert Einstein in 1955. Something has gone wrong which lands him in
the year 1985. He is discovered by Max, the class "dunce" in math, who has a keen interest in outer
space. Max decides to help Alpha Ray discover the mathematical solution. Alpha has only 24 hours
in which to make his discovery and return to his own world before he self-distructs. Under Max's
direction, Alpha uncovers the solution but erases it from the class blackboard prior to his return
home. Max is upset when he fmds the solution has been erased, but sees a message left for him that
someone in his own century must find it for his world. The viewer is left with the impression that
Max will continue the search.
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